
Quest University Canada 
April 11th, 2019 
Review Group Decision #2 
  

  
Re: Review of QUSA Operational Procedures 

  
Land Acknowledgment 
The Review Group would like to acknowledge that the land on which we gather is the unceded territory 
of the Skwxwú7mesh peoples (Squamish). Quest University Canada sits on Squamish traditional territory, 
and we are grateful to have the opportunity to work in this blessed territory. 
  
Executive Summary 
In summary, the Review Group decides the following:  
 
The Old Constitution (also, “previous constitution” or “SRC constitution”) will be replaced by 4 separate 
documents, once a referendum has been held. These documents are,  
 

1. The Constitution of the Quest University Students Association 
2. The Bylaws of the Quest University Students Association 
3. Adopted Policy of the Quest University Students Association 
4. The Roles and Responsibilities of the Quest University Students Association 

 
A 5th document titled “Common Procedure of the Quest University Students Association” should be 
finished as soon as possible. The documents are attached in the received decision by QUSA and must be 
made available upon request. 
 
If the referendum passes, these documents will take effect and govern the Quest University Students 
Association henceforth. The Review Group has taken the greatest amount of care and deliberation when 
deciding the issues put forward to it. The governing principles of this Review Group in their process were 
clarity, accessibility, transparency and fairness. 
 
We sincerely hope that this reform will make QUSA more effective, inclusive, and accessible to the Quest 
student body. The following pages describe in detail the changes that have been made and what process it 
went through.  
 
Much regard,  
The Review Group 
 
 
In according with Section 3.4 of the QUSA Constitution, the decisions contained herein are the final 
decisions regarding these matters. 



Preamble 
This is the first time a Review Group has been called in accordance with the Quest University Students 
Associations’ Constitution. The Review Group would like to acknowledge that this charge sets a 
precedent for all future Review Groups and we are aware of its importance. Therefore, we set out to 
provide a thorough and rigorous standard when debating all manners associated with our charge in hopes 
this will be used for future debates. 

The members of the Review Group is confidential. 

Introduction 
On February 27th, 2019 the Quest University Student Association (hereinafter “QUSA”) send out an all 
student email informing the Student Association of the creation of a Review Group (“RG”). This email 
contained the description of the Review Group according to the relevant section in the QUSA 
Constitution (“Constitution”). Specifically, all regulations set out in Section 3.4(a) and 3.4(b) of the 
Constitution. (Appendix A) 

Further, the email contained the task of the Review Group. It states, “As we have moved into our new 
structure as QUSA, we wish to form a review group composed of 5 students who will review our 
operational procedures to ensure that they are similar to the SRC’s constitution.” (QUSA Email, 
February 27th, 2019; highlight from the original) 

The Review Group would like to acknowledge that this process was inconsistent with the Constitution 
and expects a better procedure to be identified for further Review Groups. 

After the original email, all candidates selected received a follow-up email, stating that “Once you 
respond to this email to confirm your position on the student review group, you will receive a follow up 
email from us on Tuesday the 5th of March 2019 With more details. ” (QUSA Email, February 28 th, 2019) 

The follow-up Email contained an invitation for a meeting with the QUSA Executive Team on March 

11th as well as further outlines to the position. The outlines were to identify gaps between different 
documents and categorize the current constitution better. These objectives were in line with the previous 
instruction. At the meeting on March 11th, the relevant documents were shared and the go ahead given for 
the work. The Review Group was also given a employment contract, which we consider unusual. We 
would like to affirm that a Review Group is an independent body which makes decisions about QUSA. 

The Review Group considered all correspondence, material, interviews, testimonies and documents 
provided and sought after by the Review Group and came to the following decisions. 

Changes Made 



As a Review Group, we have made the following changes to the legislative documents of the Quest 
University Student Association. 
 
Changes to the Constitution of QUSA 
 
The Review Group accepts that the official constitution of QUSA is short and sweet. However, we 
recommend that we keep referring to all documents as the “constitution” in order to avoid mass confusion 
about technicalities. 
The changes made to the constitution were: 
 

● Addition of a specific Territorial Acknowledgement at the top of the constitution 
● Addition of Paragraph 3 to Society's Purpose: “To improve the quality of student life for,” in 

order to encompass all other qualifiers mentioned. 
 
Changes to the Bylaws of QUSA 
 
Multiple changes have been made to the Bylaws of QUSA in order to align them with the old constitution. 
 

● The numbering of Paragraphs was changed in order to fit the new bylaws. The references 
mentioned here are the new references. 

● Paragraph 1.3 was changed in order to clarify the language, which seemed confusing to us. 
● In Paragraph 2.1 the word “mandatory” was removed in order to align with the BC Societies Act 

and with the Bylaws themselves, since they allow for “members not in good standing” 
● Paragraph 2.3 was changed by removing the “if any” statement and clarifying that an AGM 

approves the changes to Student Fees. 
● All references to general meetings were changed to “annual general meetings”, to make the 

language more precise and to exclude the possibility of a general “general meeting”. 
● Subpoint (g) was added to Paragraph 3.2, “adoption of legislative changes requiring membership 

approval” in order to clarify the purpose of an AGM meeting. 
● Paragraph 3.4 was added after notice of special business. “A Change to Bylaws as special 

business” in order to clarify how to change the Bylaws 
● In Paragraph 3.7, the limit was changed from 5% to 10% because the limit was too low for an 

AGM. 
● Paragraph 3.8 was changed and an additional meeting added in sub-point (b). This was done in 

order to increase the requirement for meeting quorum. 
● In Paragraph 3.10, a requirement for a “simple majority” was added to clarify how the student 

body may direct the Chair. 



● Paragraph 3.13 was removed because it seemed irrelevant to us. 
● In Paragraph 3.15 the reference “as defined by the Act” was added for clarity. 
● All references to “elections” in the AGM have been removed or replaced by “appointed” to 

clarify the purpose of an AGM. 
● Paragraph 5.3 was reworded for clarification. The substance remains. 
● Paragraph 5.4 was reworded for clarify and the qualifier “in accordance with...” was added. 
● Paragraph 6.6 was added clarifying the roles of the President 
● Subpoint (e) to was added to Paragraph 6.8 in order to further clarify the role. 
● Paragraph 7.1 was clarified 
● Paragraph 7.2 was added to clarify summer compensation 
● Part 8 was added to clarify the complaint process. 

 
Overall, many changes made clarified the Bylaws and aligned them with the old constitution. 
 
Creation of Adopted Policies of QUSA 
 
We created a new document called “Adopted Policies of QUSA”. This document was intended to do 
achieve the following intentions, 
 

● Change the structure of the previous constitution in order to fit with the BC Societies Act 
● Simplify the Constitution and its 3 Tiered System, in order to make it more accessible yet keep 

the same enforcement mechanism. 
 
In this purpose, we set out to identify and retain the essential elements of the previous constitution and 
move all non-essential components into new documents as seen below. The purpose of these new Bylaws 
was to set out an orderly process on how Students can access their rights with respect to QUSA. We were 
aware that these new Bylaws are now inferior to the Bylaws and Constitution of QUSA, which is 
regulated by the BC Societies Act. The Adopted Policy document is split into the following parts, 
 

● Part 1 - Order: This part was created to clearly outline the ranking of all legislative documents, in 
case of conflict. 

● Part 2 - Rights of Students: This part serves the purpose of outlining the following documents. It 
also serves as a reference to future students on what rights are able to be accessed by students. It 
lays out a structure that could be outlined. 

● Part 3 - Changes to the Document: This gives Policy a Tier 3 status, requiring a referendum. 
● Part 4 - Participation in QUSA: This part outlines the right of students to be part of QUSA. 



● Part 5 - Chairperson: This section outlines the roles and responsibilities as well as powers of the 

Chairperson 

● Part 6 - Review Groups: This sections outlines the Review Group, taken from the old constitution 

● Part 7 - Referenda: This section outlines the same referenda rules as in the old constitution 

● Part 8 - Removal of a Representative(s): Short statement, made this more accessible. 

● Part 9 - Elections: Clarified Elections Rules 

● Part 10 - Compensation: Clearly stated who gets compensated 

 
Creation of Roles and Responsibilities of QUSA 
 
This newly drafted document streamlined the Roles and Responsibilities of QUSA. It combined existing 
legislation and roles already outlined in the previous constitution. There were some additions of extra 
roles regarding smaller, daily, responsibilities we felt necessary to include. This is an internal document, 
meaning QUSA has the ability to change it at will. The intent of this document is to be a reference sheet 
to QUSA and all interested parties.  
 
Creation of Common Procedure of QUSA 
 
This part has yet to be created. While the Review Group has ideas and drafts about this document, we 
have not created a final document. As procedure, we defined all internal procedures within QUSA, which 
regulate internal business. We intended to mirror the old Tier 2 and Tier 1 System, but this remains to be 
done. 
 
  



Appendix A - Official Review Group Meeting List 
 
The Review Group met the following times, 
 

● Meeting #1 - March 18th, Duration: 1h 
● Meeting #2 - March 21st, Duration: 1h 
● Meeting #3 - March 26th, Duration: 1h 
● Meeting #4 - March 28th, Duration: 1h 
● Meeting #5 - April 1st, Duration: 1h 
● Meeting #6 - At Home*, Duration: 1h 
● Meeting #7 - April 8th, Duration: 1h 
● Meeting #8 - April 9th, Duration: 2h 
● Meeting #9 - April 10th, Duration: 1h 
● Meeting #10 - April 11th, Duration: 2h 
● Meeting #11 - April 14th, Duration: 2h 

 
Total Meeting Time: 14 hours 
 
*At Home refers to work done independently  
 
Meeting Minutes are available upon request as they are not currently written up but exist in other forms. 


